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A U T OM TI ON TE C HNOLOGY
F O R S MART B U S I NESS
Every business needs a little more control. Automate your lights, temperature, audio/
video and energy systems to make your business more effective, more efficient and
let’s face it, more cool. Because our solutions are 100% modular, you’ll be investing
in a system you’ll never outgrow.
Even the smallest commercial NOXEL projects deliver a big bottom-line impact.
Our solutions easily integrate with your existing business networks. They enable
communication between devices from virtually any manufacturer.
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NOXE L O F F I C E & C O MMER C IAL
A U T O M TI ON SO LU TIO N
We provide a range of Design and Product solutions for commercial premises.
From a state-of-the-art boardroom, to intuitive and automated management of
your audio visual, lighting, climate control and security systems and more, NOXEL
Solutions have the power and flexibility to create your perfect office environment.
Our control systems can deliver seamless management of every aspect of your office
environment and enables you to manage your environment easily - even remotely.
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YOU HAVE
C OMPLET E CONT RO L
H AN DEL ED CONT ROL
Wireless controls like your iPhone, provide you access to your building, cameras
or security system anywhere in the world. Even in your building your handheld
remote provides control of the shades, the lights, the music, or the LCD on the
wall. Noxel’s Technology takes care of the technical stuff when we teach it to do
what you want. We tailor it to your application and create simple choices, all in
the palm of your hand.

IN WAL L CON TROL
Convenient and attractive, an in-wall keypad provides reliable control while solving
wall clutter issues. Regain your wall space for art or décor while consolidating
all the techie doodads. Eliminate the light switches, eliminate security keypads,
eliminate audio controls. Noxel’s Technology includes these and other functions
in a clean, architectural in-wall touchpad.
Choose your favorite CD, control your iPod, change the TV channel, mute the
volume; all with the one touch. It’s easy. It’s convenient.
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BO AR D R OOM S C ENE CONT ROL
The “MEETING” scene on your keypad sets all the lights in the boardroom/
meetingroom .The same button push starts the background music, fires up the
demo program on the LCD and even sets the heating or cooling to the desired
temperature. Scene control automates multiple features, allowing your company
message to be planned and consistent. There is a scene that gets your job done.

R E M OTE ACCES S
Yes, there’s an app for that.
Checking on your business from somewhere else is a common request, but
these days you can do more than check! Noxel’s Technology has solutions that
makes it easy to change things that matters to you. For instance, Use your
iPhone to view your business cameras and set your lighting scenes or arm your
security system. Be anywhere and control almost anything.

Imagine ……..
As you walk through the door, enjoy home
automation by pressing the “Home” button to turn
on specific lights in the house, set a pre-determined
temperature, play your favorite music, and activate
the jets to your hot tub.
As you leave the house, press the “Away” button for
automated lighting control that turns off and closes
specific lights and shades, adjusts the heat or air
conditioning, and activates your security system.
Trigger your morning wake-up to open the shades,
activate intelligent lighting to turn on select lights,
and play music or turn on your favorite TV or radio
programming.
Perform any of these home control functions
and more when away from home using Noxel
Automation Application on your iPad, iPhone or
iPod touch.
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LIGHTING & SHADE CONTROL ( LIGHT & PERFORMANCE)
DISTRIBUTION AUDIO/VIDEO
MULTIMEDIA BOARDROOM
LIFTS AND MOTORIZATIONS
CAMERA & DVR SYSTEM

AUTOMATION
FUNCT I ON S
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L IG H T IN G & S H ADE C O N TRO L
LIG H T & P E R FO R M AN C E
Controlling the light is important to enhance work performance. Noxel’s
Technology provides dimming and scene control. Light is ambiance. Proper
lighting encourages productivity and performance
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MU L T IM E DIA BO AR DR O O M
Today, you can teleconference, or video conference, increasing communication without the
expense of travel. Whether for training, sales, or a simple presentation, video and audio
technology stimulates and assists learning. With multiple users who are often technologically
challenged, designs simple prompts and fail-proof devices. The board room becomes a
creative center for your work group.
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MEDIA
DISTRIBUTION
The emotional impact of sound and video imprints memory and moves
your client towards decision.Whether an advertisement for what you do
or soothing background music, Noxel’s Technology designs and installs
systems that allow you to conveniently access your media sources. The
sound fidelity is good. The volume is the same everywhere. The picture
is excellent. Your story is told correctly and persuasively. Your client is
relaxed and enjoys being in your presence. We create the ambiance using
invisible speakers and impressive video applications.
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LIFT S AN D
M O T OR IZ AT IO N S
Where is the TV? When it’s not in use, the LCD is concealed
behind a picture, within a board room table, or even in the
ceiling. When design and space are important, Noxel’s
Technology has a lift to solve your problem, and provide an
exciting viewing experience, all at the touch of a button. If
you think electronics should usually be out of sight, we can
expose it magically with a lift .
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I NTEGRATED SEC URITY
& SURVEILLANC E
By integrating your Intelligent office system with CCTV you can also keep a check on
the working area from any computer around the world, or have alerts and surveillance
images sent to mobile phones at office and abroad.
You can rest your mind that your business is protected.
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WHAT YO U CAN’T SEE
C AN HURT
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N O T E
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A PARTNER YOU CAN TRUST.

SINGAPORE

SWITZERLAND

USA

AUSTRIA

NOXEL Corporation is an advanced electronic R&D
and manufacturing base, delivering solutions to create
Automated Smart Environments. NOXEL combines state of
the art engineering with cutting edge technology to design
customized optimal turnkey solutions for the life style of
21st century.
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GERMANY

MALAYSIA

THAILAND

Beginning in 2003, NOXEL first started out specializing in unique
and high-end home automation systems that centralizes every
electronic aspect in a modern home for ease of controlling and
as a way of reducing the consumption of electricity. Since then,
the company has expanded, tapping into more commercial
sectors, such as digital signage and software integration. Our
customized processing units allow our clients to interact with
electrical and mechanical equipment in their live and work
environment. User-friendly control units and applications give
our clients an unsurpassed pleasant user experience and enable
them to operate climate control, motorized window equipment
and treatment, activate and interact with Security Systems,
distribute Audio and Video, adjust Lighting and getting feedback
from sensors and detectors.
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With offices based in USA and Singapore, NOXEL has partnered up with
many certified dealers and distributors around the world, globalizing
the reach of its cutting edge technology. Since NOXEL’s inception more
than 12 years ago, NOXEL has delivered numerous projects on three
continents. Despite many challenges by revolutionary IT changes in the
last decade, our vision, “To develop innovative technologies that simplify
the way people live”, has always remained the same.
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NOXEL Pte Ltd.

NOXEL Asia Sdn bhd.

NOXEL Pte Ltd
Level 4, 25, Playfair Road
Singapore 367990

A2-2-3A, Publika
Jln. Dutamas, 50480
Kuala Lumpur, MALAYSIA

T : +65 3158 6590
F : +65 3158 6589

Tel : +60 3 6419 0309
Fax : +60 3 6419 0308

Website : www.noxel.com
Email : sales@noxel.com
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